3D-P Expands into Latin and South America
And welcomes new employee Hugo Untiveros, Mining Technology Expert to 3D-P team
Calgary, Alberta, Canada – September 7, 2011: 3D-P, the leading resource for technologically-advanced

onboard open-sourced computing plaforms and wireless networks, announced today its expansion into
Latin and South America. Currently 3D-P has customers throughout Canada, United States and
Australia. 3D-P also announced today that Hugo Untiveros will be managing the Latin and South
America territories.
Mr. Untiveros brings more than twenty years of experience in the mining industry. Majority of those
years Mr. Unitveros worked as a Support Engineer, Project Manager, and Operations Manager with
customers throughout Latin and South America. Mr. Untiveros built multicultural teams and delivered
support and consulting services aimed to optimize the truck-shovel production cycle in mining
operations and coordination.
“3D-P is excited to have Hugo on board to manage our expansion into Latin and South America”, says
Sean McClary, VP of Sales and Business Development. “This expansion plays a key role in providing
state-of-the-art mining technology to the Latin and South American region. Building a strong local
mining technology base will position 3D-P to better provide Latin and South America miners the same
high quality solutions that they rely on today, even faster.
3D-P uses the most rugged, technologically-advanced onboard open-sourced computing plaforms and
wireless networks to keep mines, operations and people connected. 3D-P can enable control and
visibility of every facet of a company’s Mining Assets and resources in real-time so companies can boost
productivity and up profits.
About 3D-P
3D-P was formed in 1996 with a goal of bringing world-class technologies to mining and the natural
resource industry. Our products increase productivity and decrease costs through the implementation of
technology that is proven, reliable and cost effective.
Our team of experts includes Mining Engineers, Electrical Engineers, Telecommunications Engineers,
Consultants and Software Engineers that have decades of experience in the Natural Resource industry
developing advanced technology systems. We bring that experience to work every day solving your
mobile application and wireless network problems. Visit us online to learn more http://www.3D-P.com.

